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RESUMO

Neste artigo, através da crítica da visão
paradigmática da termodinâmica, pretende-se
evidenciar uma nova perspectiva que se adquiriu nesta
matória. A generalizaçáo da conceptualizaçâo cinética
de calor (calor como energia interna) permite a
generalização do postulado de Kelvin: "É impossível,
sem outro efeito, converter energia interna em
trabalho" (não se refere calor ou reservatório de calor).

Introduction

The conceptual foundations of thermodynamics
present subtle and interesting difficulties. The
conceptual works ofCaratheodory [1] and Callendar [21
are good examples of that at the beginning of the XX
century. A more recent work deÍines the generaìized
view that has survived to this day - the interesting and
well known book of E. Fermi, Thermodynamics [3]. We
call that view the paradigmatic view of
thermodynamics. In tÀis paper the method to introduce
and explain the new approach proposed is related to the
above mentioned book in so far as its fundamentaÌ
concepts are criticized and the book can therefore be
regarded as a paradigm, although with interesting
peculiarities. (In the text we refer to Fermi's book as
(F.p.x), grving the number of the page x). In this sense
we are not going to criticüe especially E. Fermi's book
but the paraügmatic physical approach of the middle
XX century. This has the obvious advantage of making
it easier to pass from that view to the new approach
proposed, with simultaneous corroboration. The use of a
well known book with physical interpretations, like
Fermi's, permits to achieve this goal. In fact, Fermi
sacriÍices the logic consistency of the phenomenological
view to the obvious interpretation emerging from the
kinetic view.

In point I it is questioned if thermodynamics is an
autonomous physical domain supported by the heat
concept. This is a fundamental question because
between two equilibrium points the existence or non
existence ofheat is dependent on the concept of heat in
association with the concept of System [41. In fact we can
separate the energy interaction terms into a work term
(gravitational potentional energy change or equivalent)
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, through a criticism oi.the

paradigmatic view of thermodynamics, we trrÌrr ât
showing a new perspective attained in this rr,r.rtter.
The generalization of heat as internal er,ergy
(generalization of the kinetic energ"y concept of irr:at)
permits the generalization of the Kelvin postulatr:: "It
is impossible, without another effect, to conyert
internal energ-y into work" (no reference to heat or to a
heat reservoir).

and an internal energy (Heat I) variation term. The
energ-y exchange between two parts of the system may be
classified as heat exchange (Heat II). This heat
(exchange) is not equivalent to the classification of the
internal energ-y term as heat. We can have an exchange
between work and internal energ-y and we can say that
the internal energ'y of the system increases by a quantity
equal to the work energ-y term - the work is transformed
into heat. The heat exchange between two subsystems
(Heat II) is not equal, of course, to the internal energ-y
increase of each one of the subsystems because of the
existence of the work term.

If we use the word heat as internal energ-y (Heat I ) it
is possible to generalize the ordinary enunciations ofthe
"Second" Principle of Thermodynamics and also
eliminate the essencial character apparently permitted
by the "First" PrincipÌe of Thermodynamics.

The use of the word heat has been recentÌy (once
again) proposed for the quantity entropy (Heat III ) t5l. If
we use the word heat for the internal energy we have
most of the properties pointed out by H. Fuchs [5] with
no need to aÍfrrm that we have a heat increase in a free
expansion of a gas and the word heat can obviously be
used in the energetic sense emerging from the
fundamental work of Joule [6].

Terminological conÍlicts are aÌso in the origin of the
mistake pointed out in 2 and called the paradigmatic
error of Thermodynamics.

In 2.1 we begin by analising the confusion between
the concept of quasi-static transformation and reversible
transformation.

ln 2.2 we clarify the notion of work and, particulary,
the notion of work for a reversible transformation.

In 2.3 the problems analysed in 2.1 and 2.2 are related
to the energy conservation principle and the concepts of
heat - the meaning of the "First" Principle of
Thermodynamics is analysed and three examples of the
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conceptual difliculties emerging from the paradigmatic
view are refered to at 2.3.1, 2.3.2and.2.3.3.

In 2.3.1 the meanings of speciÍic heats are related to
Energy Conservation Principle avoiding the
paradigmatic error.

Since the concept of temperature can be derived from
energy and entropy t71 and related to the ideal gas [8, 9ì,
it is possible to consider temperature a derived and not
essential concept and also eliminate the tautological
association between the Kelvin temperature and the
ideal gas absolute temperature. This is refered to in
2.3.2 and developed in the article ofreference [25].

In 2.3.3 we relate the notion of adiabatic
transformation to the entropy variation and to the
'First" Principle.

In 2.3.4 we deal in detail with the meanings of heat
and propose the use of the word heat as internal energ"y.
For a transformation in contact with a heat reservoir the
heat exchange (Heat II) corresponds to the heat
variation of the reservoir (Heat I). The essential and
general character apparently given by the formaÌ
expression of the lst Principle to the quantity dQ,
difrerent from the internal energy, is eliminated. In fact,
the use of the formal expression of the Íirst principle
together with the confusion between the concept of
quasi-static transformation and reversible
transformation originates the paradigmatic error
analysed at 2 and leads to another "subtle error"
considered in another article and refered to in 2.3.

In 3 a new persp€ctive is acquired for the "Second"
Principle from the internal energ'y conceptualization of
heat. In fact the entropy concept can be derived from the
equilibrium tendency [10] and from the asymmetric
heat variation [111. Instead of a lst and a 2nd Principle
v/e propose an energy-entropy principle [111.

In 4 the energy-entropy principle is interpreted
microscopically in a straightforward and covenient way.

In the text the words system and subsystem are used.
The System is the ensemble of all subsystems that
intervene at the transformation. This being so, the
transformation is always adiabatic for the system.
Therefore, for the system, it is tautological to say that
the transformation is adiabatic [4].

f What is Thermodynamics?

In the introduction of his book Fermi tries to define
the thermodynamics domain as the domain of heat.
Curiously and paradoxically, this introduction displays
the ordinary criticism to Carnot's conceptualization of
heat. This generalized criticism is paradoxical because,
as is well known and accepted, Carnot's work is the
origin of the essential concept of thermodynamics - the
entropy concept (see Appendix).

As we will see, the phenomenological interpretation
of heat is apparently inconsistent with other
interpretations (the kinetic energ"y interpretation or the
generalization of it - the internal energy interpretation
proposed).

Although Fermi considers thermodynamics (F.p.15) a
heat science, in this introduction he says that
thermodynarnics may be considered a special branch of

mechanics [10], the statistical mechanics (F.p.IX). Then
if we think that thermodynamics has a non mechanical
concept, like heat, as Fermi claims, the paradox is
evident. This false conflict between mechanics and
thermodynamics, if accepted, as it is still accepted today
together with other and convenient confusions, makes
thermodynamics an apparently mysterious physical
subject. The mystery however, can be avoided.

2 The Paradigmatic Error

2.1 The confusion between the concept
of quasi- static transformation and
reversible transformation

One of the basic concepts of thermodynamics is the
concept of reversible transformation as a transformation
with intermediate equilibrium points (F.p.4). This
conceptualizaíion is the origin of what we caìl the
paradigmatic emor [12, f 3ì. One example is enough to
characterize the problem. In fact if we idealize a free
expansion of a gas with intermediate equiÌibrium points
ll4l, it is impossibÌe to make the gas return to its initial
condition. This being so, the transformation satisfies the
equilibrium condition but nevertheless it is impossible
for the gas to return to the initial state - the
transformation is irreversible. However, if we consider a
system composed of the gas and a thermal reservoir, we
can apparently have a return to the initial state (after
free expansion the gas is compressed and forced back to
the initial conditions) as long as the thermaÌ reservoir is
big enough to hide the impossibiÌity for the actuaì
system (subsystem gas*subsystem reservoir) to return
to the initial state (only in the limit when the mass of the
reservoir is infinite can the gas return to the initiaì state
but even in this case the reservoir itself cannot) because
the energy ofthe reservoir is aÌtered. Although the gas,
after free expansion, has returned to its initial state due
to the compression in contact with the thermal reservoir,
this reservoir retained the energy corresponding to the
work done during the compression. The reservoir may
obviously exchange energ"y with another subsystem and
return to its initial state. But the new system in contact
with the reservoir will, also obviously, be prevented from
returning to its initial state, unless it enters into contact
with another subsystem. And so on and on (see frg. f ).

For the system (association of subsystems) the
transformation is irreversible because the system will
never be able to go back to its initial state. Because of
what has been said, it is essentiaÌ to distinguish between
the whoÌe (System) and the parts (subsystems). In the
text the word system is used in this global sense, not in
the common, curently used sense, of subsystem (the
word System, with capital S, has been used to call
attention to this). Only if the exterior force is equal to
the interior force and does a work [15, 16ì (with an
energetic meaning) permitting the return to the initial
conditions do we have, of course, a reversible
transformation (see 2.2).

To aífirm the quasi-static conditions is not enough to
defrne the reversible condition.
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! 2.2 The work expression for a reversible
transformation

The energy principle and the tendency to equilibrium
permits to write the expression (F.p.ll)

W=Lu (1)

where ll is the work (associated with the rise or fall of a
weight) [l7, 18Ì and AU is the System internal energy
change between two equilibrium points (Fermi used for
work the symbol L and the sign convention is such that
L:-W.

For a reversible transformation we can write
ígt=-pd.V where dW ís the infrnitesimal work and p
and dV are the equilibrium pressure and the
infrnitesi'nal volume change. In this case, and only in
this case, can we write

dW = -p dV = d.U.

Actually, the internal energy is also
function (u:u(v, s) ) [11]. Then

(2)

an entropy

So

du = -pdv+Tds 
(4)

where T=(ôU/ôS)v is the Kelvin temperature and p and
S are reepectively the pressure and the entropy.

For a reversible transformation the inÍinitesimal
entropy change of tJre System is zero (dS--0).

If we have an infrnitesimal irreversible change

d[J = -p dV +T dS (5)

with úS>0, then

dW=dU--pdV+TdS
and

dW *-pdV.
For an irreversible infrnitesimal change the work is

notequal Lo -pdV.
The paradigmatic error is to write dW : -p dV for all

quasi-static transformations. Only for the reversibÌe
transformations this is correct. Formally, of course, we
can write dW - -pdV but if we insist on caÌling this
expression the work term we are comitting what we call
the paradiguatic error [12, 13].

2.9 The "First" Principle of
Thermodynamics

Fermi (F.p. ) gtves to the reversible transformation
the quasi-static definition (see 2.1). Only for the
reversible transformation, as we saw (2.2), is the work
term expressed by -pdV. This is a source of confusion
because we have an expression and an operationaÌ
means to calculate W-[-pdV, a term which does not
generally correspond to the energetic work.

In chapter 2 (F.p.l1), Fermi says that the First
Principle is essentially the energy conservation
principle for "thermodynamic systems". If the lst
Principle is only the energy conservation principle there
is no problem. But this is not so if the lst Principle
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introduces a new quantity dQ. In fact Fermi begins by
introducing the internal energy concept for "mechanical
systems", as he says (F.p.13). For "mechanical systems"
he concludes that W=ÁUand he notes that the existence
of energy imposes that lV (the work term) be
independent from the trajectory (F.p.12). But in two
pages (F.p.14) he says that this is not so because he
thinks that thermodynamics beÌongs to a
non-mechanical domain characterized by the heat
exchange dQ (F.p.la and F.p.l5). (The exact sense of the
word system has been previously explained in order to
avoid such classifications, i.e., mechanical and
thermodynamical. In this way, System corresponds to
what Fermi designates as "mechanical system", and
subsystern to what he designates as "thermodynamical
system").

If we have a System with a great number of particles
we can have a tendency to equilibrium if we change the
exteriorconditions[l0ì. Then we can write between
two equilibriums points

W=LU=LUi+^LJe Q)

for a System composed of the subsystems i (interior) plus
a thermal reservoir (subsystem e (exterior)).

Of course we can also write

ò,U = W+Q

and have

e = -Áu ". 
(9)

Curiously enough Fermi (F.p.29) also uses the word
heat in the sense of internal energ'y and this is the good
terminology proposed. In fact if we aim at analysing
with generaìity the means of work generalising the
concepts acquired at simple "mechanical" situations, we
have di.ffrculties. For variable mass systems the force
conceptualization as f:flp141 and the formal use of the
1st Principle doesn't permit an universal interpretation
of the quantities involved [19, 20ì. For subsystems in
interaction through a movable wall, the separation of
the energy interaction and the use ofthe First Principle,
have originated "subtle errors" [27-241. We shall
therefore use quantity Q onÌy in the sense of energy
exchanged with a heat reservoft (Q=-AU.). If we want
to continue with quantities with physical meaning we
have to be careful (see 2.3.4).

2.3.I The meaning of the specific heats
Fermi (F.p.20) writes for an infinitesimal

transformation introducing the specific heats C, and Cy

l

I

l'
I

i

I

I

r

ou=(#),or. (# ),o' (3)

(8)

and

( 10)

(11)

dU-dW=dQ

dU+pdV=dQv

t

Eq. (11) is not correct for quasi-static irreversible
transformations (dW: -pdV fot reversible trans-
formations only). We can change the state of a simple
System and write for an irreversible transformation

dU=-pdV +TdS=dW.
lf dV =0

dU = T d.S = dlrt - Cv dT (12)

and therefore
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/ôúì \
cu ="\ o ),

We can say that Cy is the energy needed to obtain a
unit temperature change for constant volume.

If Pert (exterior pressure) is constant then we have

dU: _p dV+T dS = dW =dV+dV, = (14)

= CodT + (-P"rtdn
For P"g=p (p is the constant pressure at any

equilibrium point),

C dT=Td.S=dW.p
(ts)

Then

(1 6)

corresponding to the energy necessary to raise the
temperature by a unit at constant pressure.

The experimental methods to determine Co and Cy
are, in most cases, conceived by measuring a work term.
Of course this energy can be measured with calorimetric
methods and in this case corresponds to an exchange
dQ = -dU ". But here we emphasize that the
measurements of C, and Cy are made in physical
conditions that are associated with energy measurement
changes of the erterior subsystem (dUà or a work term
dW. Of course for the calorimetric methods these
quantities can be associated with a heat exchange under
such conditions the heat exchange Ìras a clear physical
meaning..

2.3.2 The concept of temperature derived
from energy and entropy and the
ideal gas

If we introduce the temperature concept from energy
and entropy we obtain T=(AUlôS)v.

For an "ideal gas" Fermi introduces the energy
dependence exclusively on temperature from an
inexistent experiment (curiously enough Fermi says
(F.p.22) that the temperature change is small for the
Joule experiment ! ) and uses this condition to identify
the Kelvin temperature (T=ïU/ôS) with the ideal gas
absolute temperaturs (pV:N K A; A is the absoÌute
tentperature). This is tautological, as Fermi says
(F.r:.62), and can be avoided, but here only the problem
is referred to [25, 26].

2.í1.3 Adiabatic transformaúions
On page 25 Fermi affirms that an adiabatic

transformation is a reversible transformation for a
thermally isolated system (dQ=6'1. But if we are not
n:areful we can commit the paradigmatic error. In fact, if
we v,'rite

dU=dW+de
with dQ --0 (adiabatic condition - without heat exchange
(lleat II)), and if we also write

dU=_pdV+TdS
we commit the paradigmatic error if we identify

(171

and

36

dQ=TdS. ( 18)

The adiabatic condition dQ=0 only imposes dS:O for
a reversible transformation (note that we are not saying
that Fermi commits the error of afÍìrming that an
adiabatic transformation is equivaÌent to a reversible
adiabatic transformation, because here, on page 25,
Fermi clearly says that he uses the word adiabatic as
reversible adiabatic).

Fermi (F.p.26) uses the equation pVÃ imposing the
adiabatic "reversible" (quasi-static) condition on the
expansion of an atmospheric mass gas. He aÍfirms the
poor thermal conductivity for the air but says nothing
about the reversible condition. He commits the
paradigmatic error as he confuses reversible with
quasi-static.

An isentropic transformation (dS--0) for a gas with
state equation p:q u (o is a constant and u is the energy
density) satisfres the equation pVo+ t constant. For a non
relativistic monoatomic gas o =213 (for a photon gas
a=l/3). For normal (p, 7) condition this gas approaches
the classicaÌ MaxweÌÌ-Boltzman behaviour and satisfres
an equation pV:BT with B constant. We have a
classical ideal gas (the photon gas exists together with
the classical gas, also satisfying an equationpV--B? but
B is notconstant) t25,261.

For an ideal gas (p:a u) [8,25], dS:0 implies
pVa+t:constant [251. For an adiabatic irreversible
transformation at constant exterior pressure (equal to
the interior Íìnal pressure) between two equilibrium
points, the pressure and voÌume for the initial and frnaÌ
points can be frtted by an equation pVï=constant with
6>a* 1.

If the frnal pressure p, is not too different from the
initial pressure pr (p r= p r),then ô: a * 7.

Nevertheless the paradigmatic error is committed for
the reason that the equation for the irreversible
adiabatic equation is pVô for the two points and not
pVa+t =constqnt for all the points (dS=0). Although for
the reason previously stated, i.e., the proximity of points
1 and 2, ô vaÌue is approxim ately a í 1 .

2.3.4. Two meanings of Heat
On pg. 29,31 and 56 F'ermi astonishingÌy uses the

word heat in a different sense from that he carefuÌÌy
defines on pg. l7 without expÌicitÌy making the
distinction between these senses. He continues to use the
word heat only. This is another source of confusion. In
fact, on pg. 56 Fermi explicitly aífirms the production of
heat by friction ("since the heat comes from work and not
from another part of the system..."). The origin of this
mistake is the Íluidlike conceptualization of heat (if
water (HrO) passes from one reservoir to ano+.her, the
chemical properties in the passage are still those
associated with HrO and the mass of HrO is aÌso
conserved but if, for instance, the water runs a milÌ, the
water energy is not conserved, Even for a fluid there are
properties that cannot be conserved - see Appendix). The
"heat exchange" (Heat II) between two subsystems is not
equivalent to the subsystems heat variation - the
energetic conceptualization of heat doesn't permit a
fluidlike character for heat. In this sense we must avoid
the terminoÌogy Ìreat exchange (in the sense of

laut dw
-t 

- 
I - 

-
-\ar )u- ar'

(1 3)

/as \ dwc=Tl-l--p \dT/ dr

d.W - -pdV
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indestructible substance with intrinsic attributes as

HrO has) but we can use the expression in the sense of
energy exchange between two subsystems in special
conditions.

This being so, we propose the following nomenclature.
The word heat is used as synonymous with internal
energ'y. We can only have equality for the energy
exchange between two subsystems and the internal
energ'y change of the subsystems if there is no work. But
as we had seen, when there exists work we can identify
dQ with dII..T}lren, also in that situation (contact with a
heat reservõir), we can think in terms of internal energ'y
change of the exterior subsystem (the heat reservoir).
This being so, we can say that we have "heat exchange"
(Heat II) when we are describing an energetic exchange
between subsystems and one of these subsystems is a

"source of heat", and heat variation (Heat I variation)
when we refer to the internal energy variation. The heat
variation of the heat reservoir is equal to the heat
exchange (with minus sign), the Heat I variation of the
heat reservoir is equal to Heat II!

A rigorous and general description of the dynamical
energy change is attained by the energy impuÌsion
conservation principle but in special situations we can
use with physical meaning the expressions
dW=dU+dU.=dU-dQ and use the word heat in the
sense I and IÍ (in the sense of internal energy of the
"system" and in the sense of internal energy variation of
the heat reservoir). This clear physical interpretation
led us to the energy-entropy principle considered beÌow.

3 The "fractal-like" character of the
energy-entropy principle - the
generalization of Kelvin po stulate

Fermi (F.p.3C) gives one of the traditional
enunciations of the "second" principle of
thermodynamics t,l.e Kelvin enunciation:

"It is impossible, without another effect, to convert
heat, extracted from a heat source into work".

Fermi (F.p.29) says that work can be transformed into
heat but the reciprocal is not true. When he explains
that "a body can always be heated by friction receiving a
quantity of heat (Heat I variation) equalizing the work
done, he is clearly using the word heat with a different
meaning from that he had previously and carefuÌÌy
constructed (F.p.17) and (F.p.56). He uses the word heat
with meaning I, in the sense of internal energ'y.

We can generalize the Kelvin postulate affirming
t,Lat it is impossible to transform internal energy into
work without other effects (no reference to heat or a heat
reservoir). The Kelvin postulate is a particular case of
this because it affirms that it is impossible to convert the
internal energy of a heat reservoir into work without
another effect.

As an exemple, consider a gas in a cylinder with a
movable piston. It is possible to transform the heat of the
gas (Heat I) into work by increasing the volume. But if
the volume returns to the initial value, then the internal
energy is bigger or equal to the initial value (the equaÌ
value corresponds, of course, to the reversible
transformation). For the same voìume there is work
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transformed into heat. As a consequence of this the
internal energy cannot be a function of volume.
Therefore we can introduce the entropy variable (see eq.
(19)) (Note that p=-(ôUlôV)s and ?=(ôUlôS)v are
derived from U= U(y,S) - through the Legendre
transformations) [?, 11,25 ,261.

It is intersting to note th;,t :f we have an hypothetical
natural source of "movahle cylinder-piston-gas
apparatus" (the evoÌutirn after the big-bang has
originated such things...) then we can lift weights (we
assume, of course, that the natural initial condition of
the gas inside the cylinder has a pressure bigger than
the atmospheric pressure) and with these weights at a
higher leveÌ we can construct a hot source which is
continualÌy renewed by the "movable cylinder-piston--
gas apparatus" (this is analogous to the burn of a fossil
combustibÌe). Or with this apparatus it is possible to
obtain electrical energy (for example) without
constructing a hot source, as we do in an internal
combustion engine. In this sense it is not true that two
heat reservoirs are necessary to produce work[27, 28]
because initialÌy we have only one temperature.

For a system we must conclude the following:
The transformation of internaÌ energ"y into work is

impossible without other alterations (obviously different
from internal energy variation, or derived quantities!).
We can say that only transformations with increasing
entropy are possible (in fact this aÍïirmation is derived
from the previous enuntiation). But as we had seen, we
have generalized it we can transform heat for alÌ the
processes corresponding to an increase of entropy (of
course, for a heat reservoir it is impossible to transform
the reservoir internal energ"y into work without other
effects and this being so, beginning with only one
temperature, a transformation with increasing entropy
is necessary to have a global positive work). It should be
noted that the previous statements cause energy to be a
function of volume and of entropy [1f 1. And since there
can only be transformation of work into internal energ-y
for the same volume, entropy variation should have onÌy
one sign (the positive sign was chosen). Therefore it is
clear that a Carnot Cycle with gÌobal zero entropy
variation does not contradict the previous aÍfrrmation
because we must have an irreversible process to "renew"
the heat reservoir. But in a more restrictive way we can
say that only processes without negative entropy
variation are possible.

This corresponds to what we propose to call the
energy-entropy principle:

The internaÌ energy is a function of entropy satisfying
the followi ng relation:

u(v,s2) > u(y's1). (1 e)

The reversible transformation corresponds to dS = 0.
We can chose (ôUlôS) > 0. Then, dS > 0. If so, Sz ) Sr.
In fact for a System with

(I=rr(v,s), ou=(#)rou*(#)"* =d,w.

For a reversible transformation

Then
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and

dS=0.
Then

/au\p- r _ r-\ ay /s
Since dU> 0 for V equal to the initiaÌ value

dU:TdS >0

and if ?>0, then dS>0.
The entropy variation has two terms. A term

associated with the volume, PlT dV, and the term dUlT.
When dV = 0, dU >0 and dU <0 only if dV<O. (The
microscopic interpretation considers these two terms in
phase space (see point 4)).

Finally we note the "fractal-like" character of the
energy-entropy principle. To obtain work we must
transform internal energ'y in order to return localÌy to
the initial conditions. Then because this is impossible
only for globaÌ entropy increasing processes, we
necessarily have a subsystem having an entropy
increase and for a finite system it is impossible to have
the "machine" (a subsystem) return to its initial
condition. If locally (where the machine is working) we
have entropy levels no longer alÌowing the existence of
the process, then we have to construct a new machine (a
new process) permitting the decrease of the local
entropy.

Figure 1 A triangle repÍesents a cyclic process doing work W. The
pÍocess can only be cyclic if there exists contact with the
ext€rioÍ represented by the Íectangles and by the arÍows.
This infinite recurrence pÍocess is symbolically Í€pÍesented
by sucessive tÌiangles and rectangles.

-tsut only a gÌobal increase of entropy is possible. 'lhen
we have the problem once again, corresponding to an
infrnite recurrence process, represented in fractal-Ìike
figure 1. With this global perspective we reveaÌ the
"fractal-like" character of the energy-entropy principle.
This designation suggested by the fractal figures, points
to an interpretation different from the "substance-like"
interpretation arising from the paradigmatic view.

4 The microscopic interpretation of
the "second" principle

F'ermi, on pg. 56, and curiously enough, since he
constructs the entropy change associated with the
expression dS=dQlT (onìy true for a reversible
transformation, but as "reversibÌe" is confused with
"quasi-static" this expression is erroneously applied atso
to a quasi-static transformation), says that when a body
is heated by friction it receives a positive quantity of
heat and, because heat results from work and not from
another part of the "system" (subsystem), the increase of
entropy is not compensated by the decrease ofentropy of
the other part. The explanation is, of course, this one if
we use heat in the sense of internal energ-y. But Fermi
has deflrned heat with the meaning emerging from the
First Principle. Without another explanation this is, of
course, a source ofconfusion.

The explanation is this:
The work transformed into internal energy (Heat I)

dW = dU.
For an infrnitesimal transformation we write

dW=dU= _pdV+TdS.

dW=dU=TdS.

du dwds---->0.TT

/ôu\ /aut
-pdY=\ fr )ro'n\ ur /u"

('=(#)")

IfdV=0,

Then

(20)

(21)

The expression is dS= dUlT (not dS=dQlT ) and dU
is the heat variation due to the friction work, indeed!

All of this can be easily interpreted microscopically
but the paradigmatic error (dS = dQlT for a quasi-static
irreversible transformation) with the confusion between
Heat I and Heat II, originates interesting difficulties
associated with the microscopic interpretation of the
second principle.

One of these di-fficuÌties is linked to the aÍfrrmation
that the entropy of an "isolated system" can only
increase (F.p.55). An "isolated system" is a System with
constant energy (F.p.l1). Here we have again a
terminological problem if "isolated system" means
"thermally isolated system" (in addition to this, there is
the confusion associated with the concept of thermal -

Iìeat I and Heal II). Note that we are not saying that
"isolated system" is equivalent to "thermaÌly isolated
system", of coursel (an "isolated system" is thermally
isoÌated but the reciprocal cannot be true.)

!'or a non isolated System as welÌ as for an isoÌated
System the entropy change is positive or zero.
Nevertheìess for a subsystem the entropy change can be
negative.

The entropy variation is due to the variation of the
number of microstates.

OnÌy a transformation with an increasing number of
microstates is possibÌe.

The energy contributes to this number of microstates
and we can have a transformation of heat into work
(with a decrease <lf the associated number of microstates,
the momentum space microstates) if there is an increase
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of the total number of microstates. This corresponds to
the energy- entropy principle.

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that it is possible to
eliminate the therminological conÍlits still existing in
thermodynamis.

Essentially, these conÍlits are the following:
1. The word heat is usually associated with the

expression ofthe First Principle dU = dW + dQ (U is
the internal energy and dW and dQ are the inJinitesimal
work and the infrnitesimal heat). The quantity dQ can
be associcted with the internal energy variation of a
heat reservoir when the subsystem considered has an
isothermal transformation (temperature constant).
lÃIhen the transformation is adiabatic (the energy
exchange with the heat reservoir is zero), the internal
energy of the subsystem considered changes due to the
work energy term. For the system (association of the
subsystems "system" + heat reservoir) the
transformation is always adiabatic. Therefore the
essential quantity of thermodynamics is the internal
energy and not the heat exchange. It is possible to call
the internal energy heat. But the internal energy
(energy associated with the microscopic entities) is also
an entropy function, the variable associated with the
equilibrium tendency. The increase of entropy results
from the increase of heat for the same deformation
variable (it is only as a limit that energy and entropy do
not change - this is the reversible transformation). Then
instead of a lst and 2nd Principle, Thermodynamics is
characterized by a single principle, the energy-entropy
principle (it is impossible for a machine to do work
returning to the initial state for two non separate
reasons: if the machine returns to the initial state the
internal energy is the same and the entropy is also the
same). But if the deformation variable is the same, the
energy would have to be smaller for the work to be
negative, which would correspond to a negative entropy
variation. Only transformations with a positive entropy
variation are possible.

The word heat cannot be used simultaneously for the
internal energy of a subsystem ("systetn") and for the
energy exchanged between this subsystem and the heat
reservoir because this energy is not equal to the internal
energ'y variation of the "system" but rather equal to the
internal variation ofthe heat reservoir. This is one ofthe
terminological conÍlicts that has been solved [29ì.

2. The second conflict, although different, is
intimately connected with the Íirst.

A quasi-static transformation is not equivaÌent to a
reversible transformation. This confusion is related to
the former in the following way:

The "1st" Principle

dU = dv+de
is erroneously related to the expression

d,U = _p dV +T dS
derived from U = U (V,S). For an irreversible quasi-
static transformation these two expressions can be
formally related in tÀe following way:

Rodrigo de Abreu

4y1 = _p dV
and

dQ=TdS.
For a reversible transformation dS = 0, and then, dQ =
0. For an irreversible quasistatic transformation

dU + odVds- ' 
.

T
lf dV = 0 then dS = dUlT and not dS = dQlT.lt is
important to note however, that, the paradigmatic error
(ironicalÌy!) leads to the following: people think they are
applying dS = dQlT = dU lT + pdVlT to a "reversible"
transformation, when they are, in fact, applying it to an
irreversible, quasi-static transformation (because the
quasi-static transformation is erroneously called
reversible). In this irreversible quasi-static
transformation

dU + pdv

(221

dS=

Thus is understood and eliminated the conÍlict between
the internal energy conceptualization of heat and the
heat (exchanged) emerging from the "1st" Principle. In
fact the energy conservation principìe preceeds the
Clausiusexpression dU = dW + dQ. Fora"mechanical
system" (F.p.11)

dU = dW.
But we can write for a "system" (a " ,,rrmodynamic
system") in contact with a heat reservoir (this heat
reservoir is a subsystem exterior to the "system")

dW=d.U+dU
Therefore

de= _dU"

and the "mechanical" condition is satisfred.
The formal expression of the lst Principle can induce

thinking that the quantity dQ is the fundamental
element of Thermodynamics. This is not so and
originates subtle mistakes. In this sense it is important
to eliminate the "lst Principle". This can be done with
the construction ofa single energy-entropy principle.

The microscopic interpretation of the energy-entropy
principle is straightforward and consistently related to
the "phenomenoÌogical" approach proposed. The
tendency to a new equilibrium point with bigger entropy
results from a bigger volume or a bigger energ'y

(23)

Ot= rdU+ f dV.

The thermodynamic probability increases with the
increase of volume or with the increase of energy we can
say with the increase of the phase space volume.

Appendix

Carnot [30], in this book reasons by analogy with a
machine that works at the expense of water passing from
a higher into a lower level reservoir.

If the water could, by itself, pass into a higher level
reservoir, we would have a perpetual machine. Carnot
associates the heat (or caloric) passing between two

T
dO

, but dS+7 |

P
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sources at different temperatures with the water falling
between the two levels. The quantity of water falling
into the lower level reservoir is equal to the one coming
out of the higher level reservoir. However, the energy of
the water is not the same if the water has done work.
There is, therefore, no energy conservation for the
water. In the same way, there would be no energy
conservation in the caloric - ifthe ealoric existed! In fact
the relevant property in this analysis is energy. So the
analysis would be correct even if there existed a
substance associated with the process!

If the water could, by itself, (at the expense of its
internal energy) pass from the lower into the higher
level reservoir, there would exist a perpectual machine!
Curiously enough, Carnot's analysis contains the
energy-entropy principle !
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